
Soluble fibers 
Nature’s Nutritional states in the eye. Surplex.  
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E3.  
Soluble fibers in backwards states measurement reply to their storage database before they 
move forward in opposition.  Opposing poles must wake up per every speech cycle (in speech 
impediments) to Y database before it reaches R. Basis sleep cycles and the vagina. Sleep 
cycles are the impediment to feeling as feeling alone adjusts according to daylight. The fYt of 
unique opposition.  
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Sleep fibers adjust by time under adjacency scrutiny that paralyzes (the thumb) by fungi related 
determinants to death and diseases. In fY-3. Of the heart.  
 
The epitome is to realize where channel’s and cross channels are taking you before you get 
there and realize it’s too late.  
 

(e+,e-,e!) 
Neurotic, states of nutrition, and the blood.  

 
Masks:d3.  
IRD. Nitrogen N4. Of submotonic molecules. [nucleides] 
States of nutrition. In [Nr] levels. Where fungi resorts in spatial reliance to oxygen within our 
breathing system and energy being used before it [sub]verts (bq) backwards into time. The 
length of oxygen. Its molecules realize the relationship between what exists (in submotonic 
nature to light) of neurons, being states of Pollution territory to Я(Z) its Resource material 
(mineral formation). plats 
 
Because time extracts neurons to hyfer adjustment (10x its weight to neurotic pressure both 
within and under light) the states of mass filtration are highly dependent on oxygen levels before 
conversion [sub] conversion (fYt). Once the energy of its positive state has reached its corpus 
(stale adjunct), there is nothing for it to do but to magnetize its energy.  Thus negative form U, 
(3) adjusts its (earth potential weight) or width as insoluble fibers to Root decay systems [-L] in 
slowed or evaporated speeds under light. Seen in Alcohol consumption. Nitrogen the 
determinant form, re-wires its neutronic states of awareness by formable suction.  
 
Reflective states are what nutrogen supplies have translated as Identity in thé 3rd form (ID). 
Once it has reached I of the Visible Light Spectrum it will become energy again. In plats, energy 



ceases to exist because it is solely adjusting under mirrored pressure of thé cortex from the 
frontal lobe of thé membrane; a [fr] of thé cornea- Reflective states of Mass.  
 
THÉ CORNEA, THE BLOOD, AND THE PUPIL.  
[Type A]. Same of hernia section. Blood is the ultimate determinant to heat under nutritional 
value to spectral light makeup and adjacency (follicles and distribution).  Therefore, the blood 
being used can only be [sub] converted into energy, which creates, in the bloodstream, its 
valence to volatility pressure by psychological formation. In same what IRD of its Right brain 
effect of nutritional distance energizes at its carbonic cavity backwards by light. Meaning energy 
stops at reflection.  
 

● Visual perception use hormones to expose energy to feed the blood nutrients.  
● Once energy has formed in thé membrane it condensed under pressures of thé neurons 

into visual behavior; that energy has already been used.  
● The evaporative states are only in spatial resistance in essence to fungi derivatives.  
● Thé chemical DNA formed by heat distributed and is consumed by the thalamus through 

carbon pressure, these regenerate as visual reflection only in mirrored width. There is no 
energy in this. It is PURE FORM.  

 
To Individus Systems.  

Neurons in + (equal squares to mass).  
States of Nutrition (-) conjunction weight.  

The blood in Hע light Resource to C (DNA).  
 

e’vp 
Supplies of energies divide [sub]freely in oxygen.  

 
[pure light is pure carbon](-h).  

neither is energy (of thé Good Samaritan).  
Xvp : of thé internal transplant 


